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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Mission Statement
Cellform seeks to gain a leading position in the distribution
of topical analgesics in the form of herbal pain relief
patches and continue to develop innovative natural
products with an industry reputation for quality.

1.2 Business of the Company
Cellpatch

Cellform Technologies has created the Cellpatch, a topical analgesic
with a new and all natural way of administering pain relief to the
body. The product delivers pain relief from a patch coated with a
proprietary herbal formula that is placed on the skin. It is considered
that a patch is more effective than traditional methods of delivery
such as oral ingestion or creams. Cellform has developed a
proprietary herbal formula that has proven effective at relieving pain.
The Company has spent considerable time in the lab, perfecting a
method of extracting and stabilizing the full spectrum of active
ingredients, the phytochemicals, from the botanicals in order to
deliver the freshest, most effective product to people who suffer from
pain. Additionally, the company has developed an exclusive patch
technology that ensures the easy application of the botanicals.
Cellform will wholesale the Cellpatch suite of products to
pharmacies, retail stores and online at its own and at other websites.

1.3 Cellpatch Product
…the most convenient, effective Pain Relief Patch ever devised....

…the most convenient, effective
Pain Relief Patch ever devised....

Cellform has developed a unique product; Cellpatch, a topical
analgesic that delivers botanical compounds to specific areas of the
body to help alleviate acute and chronic pain. Cellpatch ® is a
superior pain product because of the specific botanical ingredients
formulated using wild and commercially grown herbs coupled with
the newest and only known technology to produce a full spectrum
concentration of phytochemicals aimed at healing damaged cells.
Dose delivery is controlled by the patch size and product loading on
the microprojections. Cellform has developed a hydrogel technology
that has is a proprietary natural formulation. Product-coated
microprojections deliver a pain relief remedy and yield a high
utilization and bioavail-ability. Cellpatch has the ability to reduce
inflammation, increase blood flow, and ultimately give new life to
cellular activity.
Cellform Technologies Inc. is a leader in dermal patch research and
development. With a comprehensive understanding of the healing
qualities from specific plants, Cellform has developed natural …
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